Reich Notes Report
The SPACEGUN, the integration of ORUR and Cloudbuster was conceived 9/29/1954. On 9/31/1954 an extreme, fast forming humidity deposited heavy moisture
on the window panes, on cars, on rocks, and on meadows. The temperature and climate felt subtropical. Brown and yellow leaves turning green AS WE LOOKED
AT THEM. Observed by 4 people p 33 - Air Force active overhead, many planes circling our region, a red plane flew 5 times over and around Oronon. We had
cleared the sky.
The southwest direction of inputing of DOR and making it OR, by "Orurize" was particularly effec tive. Going SW to NE for a few seconds would make the bluegrey OR energy stream rapidly, covering the formerly blackish dirty-looking mountains with a fine blue-grey haze. Change in atmosphere felt immediately
4 Ea [eich's name for UFOs] REMOVED THEMSELVES AS IF BY COMMAND p 36 THEN A FLARE [Ea destroyed] p 36
YELLOW Ea FADES OUT AFTER 2 minute ORUR draw. It came back faintly twice. Felt like a struggle. Flashing pulsation, wobbling, moving in various directions. It
disappeared after weakening, waning and blinking p 36
RED Ea MOVES AND DIMS AND GETS SMALLER AFTER GETTING ZAPPED 7PM "large red object" orurized and the Ea moved higher and further West.
Became smaller, less red p 36
10PM 'DRAWING OFF' felt. EA in the sky - one moved slowly to the north then upward, appearing and disappearing. 2 Air Force planes circling that same day p 35
THE SUDDEN SWITCH-LIKE SENSATION of being "drawn from" was reported by many workers p 34
THE PRESSURE OF DOR HAD CAUSED STUDENTS TO RUN AWAY. P 37
HEAVY FEET - STRONGER GRAVITY FROM STRONG ORANUR p 34
CONCENTRATION OF ORGONE UNITS. to single condensed units upon excitation: foremost radiation electromagnetic sparks, and metallic objects p 41 There
is a birth and death to Orgone units
When OURIZING the atmosphere daily the DOR effects returned promptly a few hours after having been removed.
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ORUR creates 40,000-60,000 CPM p 33 on Geiger counter
Oranur operations on earth seem to be carefully watched by living beings from outer space. P 31
WATCHER FEELINGS 3 Non surprise from air force and ordered reporting p 31
WATCHER FEELINGS 2 A Kansas City and a Tucson event p 31
WATCHER FEELINGS 1 We had begun "drawing" energy from Ea; their lumination was weakened or even extinguished; they moved conspicuously out of order
on several occasions at Orgonon during 1954 p 31
EA WATCH THE GROUND, MOVE UNDETECTED AMONG THE STARS Ea give the impression of watching the ground below, often move with stars in
setting; but may not follow any rules
THEY HIDE AMONG THE STARS OR THEY MOVE IN THE SAME PATHWAYS i.e. they are in the same fixed position with respect to earth (as are the fixed
stars) p 34
DECREASE AND INCREASE of potential could be interpreted in terms of functional physics simply as a change in the form of the atmospheric 'energy' from fog
like (unexcited, low) to the pointed (excited, high) state of existence and vise versa. Only the "pointed" state of OR registers on the GM counter. P 45
1952 AIR FORCE IS LAYING CHEMTRAILS p 89
Ea SPEED OF 10 or 15 thousand MPH IS NATURAL p 70
MELANOR A BLAC K SUBSTANCE 'POURED OVER' Orgonon from somewhere in the universe p 69
RIECH IS PLANETARY VALLEY FORGE p p46
FDA SAYS ORGONE DOESN'T EXIST. P 46
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OR ENERGY USED IN THE Ea OPERATIONS, unknown to us [or the layman] p 46
2 of the Ea returned, higher altitude. REICH declares WAR WITH OUTER SPACE 10/10/1954 "Tonight for the first time in the history of man, the war waged by
living beings from outer space upon this earth (with respect to DOR. Drought, and Desert, WR 1956) was reciprocated with ORANUR with positive result p 37
CHANGE FROM 'CLOUDY' TO 'POINTED' state of existence or ACTIATION of OR WAS NOW POSSIBLE by simply impeding its freedom of 'lazy' motion or
by direct irritation such as friction, sparking secondary coil systems, nuclear material, heat, etc. p 45
Grey even clouds that "could not poor out their water" gave a gentle downpour immediately after orurization. Atmospheric energy is very sensitive to ORUR.
Range 170 miles p 30
Increasing the energy potentional in the atmosphere by way of ORUR was now available to the old technique of lowering the potential at will by way of drawing off
energy with the Cloudbuster p 45
EA ACTIVE AFTER SPACEWAR. P 45
DOR CAUSED A DOG LACK OF APPETITE, SICK, MISERABLE. RIECH HAD NAUSEA. [After Space war 10/10/1954] DAUGHTER DIZZY felt "Drawn from the
Head" Bath water black/green
THE RESTRICTION OF ORGONE'S PEACEUL ACTIVITY CAUSED it's warlike behavior. Like a wild animal restricted, it reacts in and out of a lead container. Up
to 100,000 CPM! P 44
LONG DRAWN OUT ORURIZATION MAY CAUSE LIGHT RAIN NEXT DAY p 43
THE ORGONE ENERGY OCEAN IS VERY SENSITIVE p 43
SIGNS THAT Ea ARE AFFECTED: AT FIRST STRONGER BLINKING felt as a struggle THEN FADING repeatedly interspersed with strong lumination; getting
smaller possibly with 'field shrinking'; appearing to recede to greater distance, fading out completely with or without reappearance of lumination., simultaneous
disappearance of many Ea as if on common command flares of warning [or burning] dropped in the sky as if by alarm, erratic movements out of order. P 43
THERE IS A DOR EMEREGENCY HERE NOW: Energy was being drawn from our planet, with the consequences known NOW, 1956, far and wide as "Dor
Emergency"; DECAY OF VEGETATION, the CRUMBING OF GRANITE ROCK, a FEVERISH ATMOSPERE. P 46
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DESERTS CAUSED BY DEAD ORGONE Desert caused by dead Orgone DOR
Q: Is it possible to draw off DOR from the deserts and draw the moisture from the Pacific Ocean? P 30
"The fluctuation of the relative humidity and OR-DOR balance, of heavy rain clouds as against fuzzy drought clouds was sharp and striking in those days before
arrival of the ORUR [denatured Radium (ORUR)]. I could not rid myself of the impression that it worked like a tug of war between two rope-pulling parties."
I was inclined to assume that Ea was the concrete counter agent, counteracting our DOR removal. Ea was probably not capable of standing up in a DOR-free,
sparkling, fully-functioning OR atmosphere. It could, so I assumed, exist only where the atmosphere was DORish. From this it followed that if Ea were manned by
intelligent living beings, they themselves must somehow not be capable of holding their machines in operation in a DOR-free atmosphere. This idea was supported
by the fact that Ea were often absent on nights AFTER "a successful draw" followed by brilliant, summery blue OR days.
The very first day I set it up on the patio [cloudbuster], we had a black helicopter visit us at 2 AM, hovering loudly about 150 feet overhead, and shining the
brightest search light imaginable-going around and around our place- in an obvious attempt to both intimidate and video tape us inside our home using special
infrared technology (which is standard equipment today, even on local police helicopters). [get mylar]
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ORGONE BOTHERED BY POWER LINES AND NUCLEUR And that this life-giving substratum is bothered by high-voltage power grids and is in effect irritated
into a frenzy by unnatural levels of nuclear radioactivity. water attracts the life force. The bundle of pipes is said to draw Orgone out of the sky wherever it is
pointed.
He and his associates would reply that radioactive fallout and other pollutants turn the lively natural-state Orgone into a stale, stagnant, dead form of Orgone
which he called DOR, which stands for Deadly Orgone Radiation. He said DOR is a factor in causing droughts by inhibiting rain and cloud formation. One theory
of cloud busting is that by drawing the DOR out of the sky with a cloudbuster and then getting the healthy Orgone moving again, the atmosphere returns to its
natural cycles which include rain.
For several years he researched what could be done with a cloudbuster to change weather, and said he learned how to raise the energetic level of the surrounding
atmosphere instead of just decrease it. When he took his cloud busting equipment to Arizona, events became really strange, including alleged experiences with
UFOs. Reich's journal of his 1954 journey reveals an unusual ability to sense the natural landscape and its moods, similar to the awareness and sensitivities of
aboriginal peoples.
Reich viewed the cloud busting operation as beneficial, bringing rain to the southwest in January 1955. One morning in Tucson there was so much rain that planes
were unable to land at the airport. The previous weeks, he reported prairie grass had sprouted in the desert until in December 1954 the grass was a foot high on
land that had been barren as long as anyone living could remember.
When Reich published photographs of trees dying from the tops downward because of poisoning of the biosphere—what he called the "falling of DOR onto the
trees"—he was one of the first scientists to warn that the planet could become a lifeless wasteland. His work indicated that the life force within an organism is
stimulated by outer Orgone in the atmosphere.
SOURCES OF DOR: near sources of DOR (such as nuclear power plants, radio towers, etc.) has the potential of harming anyone receiving treatment inside it
Dead Orgone (DOR), which is bad for living beings,
The arrival of denatured Radium (ORUR), from the Oranur experiment at Rangeley dramatically increased the effectiveness of the cloud busting operations.
"While the clearing of the atmosphere had previously been done by drawing off the DOR clouds into a lake, now, within a few seconds, using ORUR material, the
sky cleared and became blue…The change in the atmosphere was immediately felt by all observers. Even dirty steel-gray, DOR-affected rain clouds seemed to fill
up and become white in a brilliant, formerly dull, stale atmosphere."
However, Ea were also observing the operations. Whenever the familiar pulsating craft were seen in the sky, the rain clouds disappeared and severe DOR infested
the atmosphere, making conditions extremely unpleasant for the crew. If the Spacegun was not used, the atmosphere became unbearable. One operator at a
Spacegun was paralyzed by DOR while drawing from an Ea. Reich wrote: "There was no escape from the fact that we were at war with a power unknown to man
on earth."
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ORGONE DEADLY "They cannot tolerate Orgone energy AND They FEAR IT." Their tissues and blood can not take it. Sad lonely chapter of human race. Reich "No one believes me" he said in a video log
But the ORUR was found to be extremely effective in combating the Ea menace. "One could now reach far into space with ORUR: the range was limitless
theoretically, since the OR energy ocean is endless and most sensitive to stimuli as demonstrated by the processes of dawn, dusk, and our actual operations over
vast stretches of space."
SOURCES OF DOR: near sources of DOR (such as nuclear power plants, radio towers, etc.) has the potential of harming anyone receiving treatment inside it
Dead Orgone (DOR), which is bad for living beings,
ORUR will clear a sky in 5 seconds
The atmosphere could be charged "Orurized" directly by ORUR
Ea CONNECTED WITH ORITE AND MELANOR AND DROUGHT DISCOMFORT AND DRYNESS Orite and Melanor related to drought, dryness and
discomfort in man, animal and vegetationalike. Orite and Melanor - there is a relationship between these atmospheric conditions and the presence of big yellow
and reddish pulsating "stars" which we learned to distinguish from bluish, fixed stars
Orite - white powdery substance
RA IS A BIG BOOSTER Used 2 needles of "oranur Radium" one mg each in shielding - element RA!
Ea STAR BLENDING BUT COME AND GO Ea appeared suddenly. In slow motion photos [timed release] they arched across the sky and disappeared or made
gaps in the arch on the film p21 Did a "wobbling curve"
WATCH FOR METAL CEILINGS WITH CROWDS a metal ceiling in a room full of people may induce a complete standstill of emotional functioning. During
1952 and 1953, there were more prison riots in the USA than ever before in a similar stretch of time. This is now understandable as a revolt of organisms against
the torture of living in metal cages with DOR clouds present. Wilhelm Reich- CORE (Cosmic Orgone Engineering), OROP Desert Part 1: Space Ships, DOR &
Drought
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CANCER IS ENERGY SUFFOCATION OF CELLS Reich felt it was necessary to treat not only the actual tumor, but to also treat the underlying systemic cause:
the Shrinking Biopathy that caused the energy suffocation of the cells. Even a healthy individual's blood contains some T-bacilli. However, healthy red blood cells
and tissues normally break down into the strongly radiating blue bions and the tendency toward disintegration into T-bacilli is fought off; the few that exist are
immobilized by the stronger bions. Reich felt that the disposition to disease can be determined by the biological resistance of blood and tissue - the orgonotic
potency of the body - against the kind of living decay seen when large amounts of T-bacilli appear. Reich felt this was identical to the concept of "immunity". The
key to restoring health is to slow the rate of cellular breakdown and change the cell's disintegration from a T-bacilli reaction to a bion reaction. The way to do this
is to increase the energy charge in the red blood cells and tissues; the means to do this is to increase the energy charge in the whole body.
Methods to increase an individuals charge include the encouragement of deeper breathing; physical exercise is helpful here, too. The quality of food is also
important as studies of the bionous breakdown of food show that more naturally nutritious foods tend to break down into bions; and heavily processed foods
produce more T-bacilli. Exposure to fresh air and sunshine also increase energetic charge.
In this regard, emotional therapy is additionally helpful, if not always essential, to aid in releasing the spastic muscles and inhibitions that led to the chronic holding
to begin with. And this is often the hardest work. However, if the currently high sales of anti-depressants, stimulants, and Viagra are any indication, the emotional
problems Reich observed are still widespread. He saw the biopathies as both a result and cause of our social and family practices that daily recreate the emotional
and physical misery.
If ORUR is used too long, depending on the weather from 20-60 seconds, clouds began to form nearly instantly. P 30
ORUR CAUSED RAPID WEATHER CHANGE: Will clear the sky of DOR in 2 to 5 seconds The DOR hovering low and dark over the landscape, especially in
the valleys, seemed to turn blue-grey from horizon to horizon p 30
OR energy alone does not react severely unless irritated by NR
RADIUM INFO Due to its geologically short half life and intense radioactivity, radium compounds are quite rare, occurring almost exclusively in uranium ores.
Radium is highly radioactive and its decay product, radon gas, is also radioactive. Radium (pronounced /ˈradium/, RAY-dee-um) is a radioactive chemical element
which has the symbol Ra and atomic number 88. Its appearance is almost pure white, but it readily oxidizes on exposure to air, turning black. Radium is an alkaline
earth metal that is found in trace amounts in uranium ores. Its most stable isotope, 226Ra, has a half-life of 1602 years and decays into radon gas. Radium (chemical
symbol Ra) is a naturally-occurring radioactive metal. Its most common isotopes are radium-226, radium 224, and radium-228. Radium is a radionuclide formed by
the decay of uranium and thorium in the environment. It occurs at low levels in virtually all rock, soil, water, plants, and animals.
Moisture at distance was the necessary condition for the primal, 'proto-vegetation' Proto-Vegetation - The Greening of Sandy Desert -Basis for greening of desert:
no rain
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When DOR was "heavily pouring down on us" in Tucson "The Air Force was very active in our territory with research planes and jets" 6 jet planes
"With cloudbusting operations, much DOR was removed and fresh Orgone Energy was brought in from the Southwest (along the Galactic Orgone Stream). The
immediate result was a freshening of the atmosphere and environment: gone was the parching dryness and gone was the blinding whiteness of the sky. Rainmaking
was not the goal; in fact, noticeable results occurred prior to any rain falling on the dry, sandy desert floor. By November, the barren desert north of Tucson began
to turn green with a fine growth of new grass! In December, the greening of the desert had spread to cover an area 40 to 80 miles from Tucson with new grass up
to one foot high! This happened without any rain falling, due solely to the fresh atmospheric Life Energy and attendant moisture from the Pacific Ocean, 250-400
miles to the Southwest."(1)
DOR victim reports Thinks he reacts to ORUR operation by dizziness and return in foot weakness in about 1 hour. Expressed fear of cloud busting "Waves
moving upwards", Tires when walking. Eyes a main area of difficulty. BP is 110/60 pulse 80. Advised "Keep out of DOR:
WHERE THERE WAS NO DOR CONCENTRATED WHEN SKY BIGHT AND BLUE CLOUDS FORMED easily p 89
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CANCER REASEARCH What Reich discovered from his work with bions, is that cancer cells don't develop from healthy cells but a series of changes in the healthy
cells must happen first and often long before the cancer cells form. Furthermore, he found that these local changes in healthy tissue are caused by a more general
pathology of the entire body. In other words, the formation of the cancer cell is only the last phase of a systemic illness called "cancer".
What were the steps in Reich's research of cancer? First, he examined tissue and cells in a living state, not fixed (killed) and stained with chemicals, and also at very
high magnification - over 2000x. He was also the first to make a study of all readily available cells in a cancer patient: blood, sputum, urine, feces, skin, and mucous
membranes. He found a special, miss-shapen, club-like cell in cancer patients in areas other than the actual tumor. He also found numerous T-bacilli. This research
led to the development of the PAP smear later on by another scientist. Reich himself developed three blood tests that can determine the health of an individual
before a tumor develops by evaluating the presence of the special club-shaped cells and T-bacilli in the blood.
After years of research, Reich uncovered the process of cancer cell formation in the body from what was once healthy tissue:
The tissue first becomes weakened from energy stagnation and cells quickly break down into small vesicles or bions that clump together and around which a
membrane forms. The new "cells" become the club-shaped cancer cells that gradually become motile and eventually become actual protozoa. Usually death occurs
before the protozoa form in humans, but he was able to view and film the entire process in cancer mice. What cancer is doing is breaking down our tissues into
protozoans -- a living death!
But what triggers this breakdown in tissue resulting in the cancer tumor? Reich found that chronic energy stasis in the body, accompanied by inhibited respiration
and local muscle spasms, often in the area of the tumor, create the preconditions for cancer. This systemic condition is an advanced form of the Shrinking Biopathy;
it creates an energy and oxygen suffocation of the tissues. As the weakened cell itself begins to shrink, the cell plasma becomes less in relation to the nucleus which
then triggers a survival mechanism in the cell nucleus to divide and multiply. In the highly energetic process of dividing, the nucleus is also discharging great amounts
of energy by the "tension-charge-discharge-relaxation" formula found in mitosis. It's as though the rapidly dividing cancer cells try to take up the function of energy
discharge for the whole, weakened body. The cancer cell nucleus, by its rapid, energetic division seems to be trying to restore energetic pulsation to the entire
body: actually trying to preserve life! However, the cancer cells are also biologically very weak and easily disintegrate into both T-bacilli and bion clumps and the
formation of cancer cells increase.
ANORGONIA IS CLAMPING DOWN OF THE ENERGY FUNCTIONS Another condition, which can occur in both the cardiovascular and shrinking biopathies, is
the sudden, excessive clamping down of the energy functions in the body which can directly and severely reduce the amount of energy available from the core to
the rest of the body. When this condition becomes chronic, it can become part of the shrinking biopathy; or it can occur only when a person experiences severe
sexual anxiety. Reich called this condition anorgonia.
Theory of disease based on DOR accumulation in the tissues
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DOR ATTACKED HUMAN WITH PARALYSIS . "DOR coming down strong", "very bitter taste tasting like offal [Offal is a culinary term used to refer to the
entrails and internal organs of a butchered animal. ]" "Sour" "Crippling sensation in his right leg" "Right side seemed to go into paralysis" This happened multiple
times. "Handshake weak on the right side", "right side of mouth drooping and immobile. Remedy - Southern Comfort and warm bath helped. "Continuous radio
static on all bands"
By March 1955, continuous DOR removal operations were set up just to the west of the divide. Within two weeks the barrier was breaking up with a black
precipitate form of DOR ("Melanor") falling to the ground and turning the white sand dark. By the end of March rain began to occur in the desert. The breaking of
the DOR barrier had accomplished the full breakthrough of fresh OR energy into the desert basin. The expedition was successful. The atmosphere had undergone
a radical change, breaking a five year drought and turning completely barren desert land into green pasture again after thousands of years.
It proved conclusively to Reich that desert development was clearly and doubtlessly reversible, that through a new kind of Orgone technology, humanity could
convert life-destroying energy back into life-sustaining energy
It became apparent to Reich that although there was moisture in the atmosphere, the lack of actual rainfall around Tucson was due to a DOR barrier somewhere
west of the experimental site in Arizona, preventing the clouds and moisture flowing in from the Pacific. The barrier was found to exist on the Sierra mountain
divide, where a concentration of DOR was breaking up and dissolving the rain clouds coming in from the west.
Another DOR-creating problem was atomic testing within the desert region. Reich was later to consider the possibility of immunizing the atmosphere against
atomic explosions, much as living systems are immunized against infection. By creating a highly 'orurized' atmosphere, he reasoned, the DOR energy from atomic
blasts or from Ea could be siphoned off. It was noticed that during the ORUR operations, there were 'coincidentally' many publicly announced postponements of
atomic tests.
Drought clouds amidst rain clouds indicated the presence of Ea
IN DOR AREA JET VAPOR TRAIL did not form at all or held a brief time. P 122
CLOUDS COULD NOT HOLD OVER ORGONON WHEN DOR CLOUDS WERE HOVERING IN THE REGION. The clouds would dissipate, split up and drift
AROUND Orgonion; they would gather again on the other side after having passed by the Observatory. P 89
CLOUDBUSTER BREAKS UP DOR the "Cloudbuster", meaning: "busting" up the atmospheric DOR clouds, the source of the distress to living beings (See "DOPR
Removal & Cloudbusting", OEB IV/4, 1952, reprinted here; see Chapter 10).
CONCEPT OF RETALIATION WITH EXCESS DOR ON YOU. DOR AS A WEAPON
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GANGREN FROM MELANOR "Gangrenous tissue is black and green due to melanor and T-bacilli development."
— Selected Writings, part VII, sec. 2, footnote 1 (p. 455, 1973 ed.)
MELANOR IS METAL "Major Chemical Components: A spectrographic analysis showed Melanor to contain, in part: aluminum-3%, copper-2%, iron-over 10%,
potassium-0.5%, manganese-2%, and silicon-4% (percentages are approximate). Calcium, lead, and sodium were absent. Sulphur was found by chemical means."
— "Melanor, Orite, Brownite, and Orene: Preliminary Chemical Analysis", CORE vol. VII nos. 1-2, p. 34
DOR AND MELANOR "In The Oranur Experiment and The Blackening Rocks (OEB III, V, 1951, 1953), Wilhelm Reich described his discovery of DOR and
Melanor. In his report, he told how a black, nauseating corrosive 'substance' attacked crystalline rock, resulting in the rocks disintegrating bionously, turning black
and causing a severe excitation in the surrounding atmosphere."
DOR CLOUDS TRAVEL WORLD WIDE IN INTERVALS LIKE FLOATING DISEASE MACHINES. IT IS NOT SMOG These black clouds were passing at irregular
intervals over various parts of the world, for various lengths of time, from a few minutes to several days. What is being called "smog" over big cities is a mixture of
fog, soot, etc. This fog becomes stagnant and
does not dissolve when DOR clouds are present in the atmosphere. It appears not
only over big cities, but also in the open countryside which is free of any industrial
smoke. So called "smog" has, therefore, little to do with smoke; however, industrial
regions full of soot may well enhance the hovering of ODR clouds over big cities. This
makes the situation worse than it would be without the presence of smoke particles in the air. The Orgone Institute organized and received reports from many
parts of the
USA about DOR sickness, the bulk of the reports coming from New York. P 14-15 Orgone engineering
POSSIBLE CLOUDBUSTER EFEFCT EVEN WHEN OFF: Cloudbuster pointed downward! And rearwards, stopped and covered, clouds kept forming to the West,
They would form, build and then when overhead and rearwards they would dissipate. P 125. THIS DID NOT HAPPEN AT NIGHT.
DOR SYMPTOMS FATGUE EMOTIONAL DISTRESS LACK OF OXYGEN Typical symptoms of DOR sickness are: General fatigue and emotional distress; in
some cases the fatigue is interrupted or even replaced by emotional outbursts of hatred. Nausea frequently follows in the wake of prolonged fatigue. Pressure in
head, chest, arms and legs are common. Respiration is difficult, and sensations of lack of oxygen frequently accompany the distress. Thirst, hunger for much water,
is grave under conditions which promote a DOR atmosphere, such as presence of fluorescent lights, neon signs in a restaurant, clocks and watches with luminous
dials, x-ray machines in a hospital filled with filing cabinets which act as accumulators of atmospheric energy. p 15 Orgone engineering
A DOR BLANKET IS A MENACE TO LIFE. DOR IS OPPRESIVE, DIED OUT, DRINKING FLUIDS CONSTANTLY p122
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"DOR IS EATING UP THE MOUNTAINS" Mountains bordering White Sands area San Andreas were 9000 feet with spiky, jagged tops, DOR accumulating on the
East side, West side no DOR. Between Las Cruces and San Andreas top - no OR p120
WHITE SANDS HAS A GREY- DEAD, OPAGUE MASS OF DOR, Blue-black sky, thin high drought clouds. White sand dunes showed a clear ORITE
ACCUMULATION. [White] SALTY TASTE AT WHITE SANDS. WHITE SANDS MAY BE FURTHER ATTRACKING DOR. Thickest DOR VEIL YET, thick,
opaque, low on the landscape. Sahara-like - no vegetation
Ruidoso, NM A HAVEN. SIERRA BLANCAs 7000 feet, strong reactive secondary vegetation, more marked ON THE WESTERN SLOPES! P 120
NEW MEXICO - SHARP OR CEILING, blackish DOR IN FOUR OR FIVE STRETHED OUT LAYERS, less DOR in each progressive upward layer. Beginning of
sandy dune areas, "turret" shaped rock monuments U.S. Desert ROSWELL NM DOR well marked, purplish black, barren mountains
KNOXVILLE TENN DOR free p 118
DOR CAUSES depression, listlessness, quiet, slow moving p 118
MELANOR TURNS TO ORITE Melanor turned into Orite when it absorbed Orgone energy
BROWN ROCKS What function was responsible for the getting brown of the rocks, after they had become black with Melanor? Answer, 1952: The rocks reacted
to the attack by Melanor with bionous disintegration in the silicate (oxides) of granite, and with development of a white powder, microscopically consisting of bions
or energy vesicles: A mixture of White and Black plus Yellow Orene should give various shades of Brown. This explanation was later confirmed by chemical
analysis of Oranur affected matter, Melanor, Orene, and so-called "Brownite" (Br). This again agreed well with the earlier assumption that Melanor and Orene
were functional opposites.
'Tremendous" BLACK CLOUD ATTACK OVER TUCSON. Looked like smoke from a huge fire arose over Tucson. He cloud later spread out and became deep
purple with a glowing kind of reddish hue. The Geiger counter registered at that moment 100,000 CPM. The situation appeared threatening, bizarre and frightening
at the same time. IT was soon clear that it was NOT a fire. Everything pointed to an attack by Ea low over the city of Tucson. 15 minutes later s dozen Air Force
planes of various kinds appeared overhead. Vapor trails of jets did not hold together at all. We all suffered from nausea, pain in the upper abdomen and
discoordination of movements. P 200
"All deserts are manmade during the last 25,000 years.
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CLOUD BUSTING DEFINED BY REICH The term "Cloudbusting" as used in this paper, shall denote all engineering techniques which deal with the destruction as
well as the formation of clouds of water vapor in the atmosphere and of Orgone energy accumulations of all kinds including gravity; briefly, with all phenomena
which are related to or derive from atmospheric changes of climate including weather, humidity, amount of rainfall per unit of time, storms,
hurricanes, DOR clouds, Oranur functions in the atmosphere, atmospheric OR energy changes of all kinds, the origin of deserts as well as of areas of green
vegetation, and all similar functions which depend on the presence or absence, on the scarcity or plentifulness of OR energy, oxygen, water vapor, rain, sun and
wind and their interaction. P 34 Orgone engineering
GROWTH COMES FROM ORGONE It is this streaming of energy, and not mechanical viscosity which causes the fluid to
rise in plants against gravity. The increasing strength of the urge for mating, in man and animal alike, is obviously due to the same rich flow of OR energy through
the living beings. The sap rises richer and faster through the fluid channels in the trees which can be plainly seen in the greater moisture on cutting off the bark.
Yellow plus blue results in green. Resin is yellow; it slowly changes at the tips of the branches into green while mixing with the blue of the OR energy from ground
and atmosphere. The appearance of the first leaf buds in itself is a clear-cut expression of the expanding force of the OR energy; so is all growth of living matter. It
is OR energy pushing against rigid membranous matter
which is elastic enough in young living beings to yield to the expansion: Extensive growth, green in trees, budding are the results. The power of this force can easily
be observed in the same manner in which a grass blade or flowerseed
shoot pushes through heavy pebbles in their way. P 11 Orgone engineering
OR ENERGY EXPANDS AND CONTRACTS Orgonomic observation and reasoning tell us: The OR energy envelope expands and reaches far out into space in
good weather; on the other hand, it withdraws and concentrates at the surface of the globe before the onset of bad weather (Rheumatic and cancerous patients
react to this contraction with "pulling pains". The bioenergetic system responds to the surrounding OR energy ocean). The blue haze disappears from the
mountains; the mountains appear to be closer. This withdrawal of OR energy from certain places and its concentration in other regions needs weakens the
expansive force in the atmospheric OR energy which is directed against the pull of gravity. The smoke from chimneys will not be able to lift straight into the
atmosphere against the pull of gravity. On the other hand, with even and strong expansion of OR energy the expansive force which counteracts gravity is powerful
enough to make the smoke drift straight upwards. We shall encounter this behavior in a different context, in aviation. P 6 Orgone engineering
GALACTIC ENERGY OR STREAM IS 62 DEGREES SW TO NE The space ships most likely use the so-called "Galactic OR Energy Stream";according to
theoretical deductions (see Cosmic Superimposition, 1951) it runs at an angle of 62 degrees north of the equatorial plane. It cannot be a mere coincidence that
most sightings point to a SW to NE direction of the movement of the ships, although many other directions occur too. This assumption appeared important
enough to be mentioned. It is supported by the frequency of tornadoes that developed in Texas near the Mexican Gulf, and its coincidence with nearly exactly 62
degrees north-northeast movement of hurricanes and tornadoes in North America (See Figure 3b; also diagram page 32 in "the Blackening Rocks", OEB V/1,2,
1953). In February March 1954, this region was harassed by climatic catastrophes such as sandstorms, dustbowl development, etc. p 26 Orgone Engineering
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IRUS X AND INTESTINAL FLU ARE DOR SYMPTOMS The reader of Oranur may remember that M? had struck for the first time forcefully at the end of March
1952, when no Oranur experimentation was going on at Orgonon. But already in January 1951, at the very start of Oranur, a major problem was the falling ill of
most workers at Orgonon. As the months and years passed by, many millions of people all through the USA and the world fell ill from DOR sickness. The basic
and typical symptoms of DOR sickness, commonly referred to as "Virus X" or "Intestinal Flu", will be enumerated later. DOR sickness has nothing to do with any
virus. It is a clear-cut, well circumscribed disease due to preatomic "DOR clouds". P 14 Orgone engineering
The CORE Men" (CORE = Cosmic Orgone Engineering) as I came to call them, p 89 Orgone Engineering
ROCK DISENTIGRATION MARKED IN DOR LAYER. P 117
ROCKS CRUMBLE TO CLAY WITH EXCITED DOR Why did the rocks at Orgonon disintegrate and change into a brownish black, crumbling mass akin to clay
in 1952, and on Mt. Cadillac, Bar Harbor, Maine one year later, in 1953? Answer, 1952: The highly excited DOR energy field which had developed at Orgonon,
1951, had reached sufficient power to make rock disintegrate a few months later at Orgonon. It had spread to Bar Harbor in 1953. It most likely is the agent of
rock disintegration in deserts. P 19 Orgone engineering
WHAT CAUSES MELANOR? What could possibly be the significance of the blackening of rocks at the Observatory and in the region around it? "Melanor" (Me),
coming from "somewhere", from a source and place unknown, is the opposite of the whitish powdery matter, called "Orite" (Or), into which the rocks
disintegrated on the surface. Thus, in our orgonotic language, Me ·/· Or p 18 Orgone engineering
RAIN AND FOG SIGNALS LOWER ORGONE. OR CONCENTRATED IN WATER VAPOR 4) Why did people suffer most in bad weather, in rain or wintery
fog, while they recuperated with the return of good, dry and sunny weather? Answer, 1951: This appeared fully explained by the fact that the atmospheric OR
energy sinks to a lower potential in bad weather since OR energy is concentrated in the water vapor. p 18 Orgone engineering
FREQUENT WARM BATHS HELP WITH DOR Frequent warm, soaking baths eliminate Melanor from the skin. p 16, Water, tea, orgasms Orgone engineering
DOR CAUSED EMOTIONAL DULLNESS Typical of DOR sickness is an emotional dullness, a letdown in stamina which at times takes the form of stupor in some
cases. It goes hand-in-hand with a dull gaze in the eyes, with an expression of despair of the face, not necessarily known to the victim of the disease. At times, a
metal ceiling in a room full of people may induce a complete standstill of emotional functioning. P 16 Orgone Engineering
DIARRHEA IS A DOR EMERGENCY Diarrhea is one of the most distressing symptoms in prolonged DOR emergency. The stools become black, due to Melanor
which is being eliminated through the intestinal tract. They also become. In advanced cases, soft to watery and contain much mucus. Symptoms of dysentery may
develop further, up to amoebae in the stools. This has nothing whatever to do with "infection". The protozoa develop from low charged epithelia (see the Cancer
Biopathy, 1948). p 15 Orgone engineering
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FOG AND DRZZLING RAIN AFFECT THE HEART Heart failures with subsequent death are frequent, especially when prolonged fog or drizzling rain with lowlying clouds prevent the supply of fresh oxygen and OR energy from the atmosphere. P 15 Orgone engineering
The CORE men were obviously riding their spaceships on the main OR energy streams of the Universe (See Cosmic Superimposition on "Galactic and Equatorial
Streams"). P 89 Orgone Engineering
When DOR removed from Tucson the prairie grass began to grow. P 91
THERE ARE ZONES OF DOR BETTER AND WORSE BUT GENERALLY DOR WAS EVERYWHERE p 111
Ea USE A SWING MOVEMENT Ea seems to be moving in a straight line at high speeds; it wobbles at low speeds, like a stone skipping on waves. Pendulum, cyclic.
P 99
3/20/1954 REICH DISCOVERS NEGATIVE GRAVITY as Ea scoops down in front of a mountain, p 95
HOODUMS IN GOVERNMENT FROM 1951 TO 1955 TRY TO DESTROY ORGONE RESEARCH. COVER UP UFOs. DENY ORGONE RESEARCH "It did not
exist" p 92 OIL, FOOD, AND DRUGS p 95
REICH SUSPECTS AIR FORCE INTIMIDATED BY Ea, FEARFUL OF IMPENDING WAR p 92
CHEMTRAILS REACH FROM HORIZON TO HORIZON WHEN DOR IS REMOVED p 91
SLOWED MOVEMENT OF PEOPLE TENNESSEE Melanor reaction, rocks and earth black, p117
DOR hangs heavy, black grey , low above the landscape while bluer skies were the Orgone area. P 91
LARGE CITIES + CHEMICAL OFFAL + DECAYING NATURE + Ea + "DORIZED health officials" DOR could have been removed by public servants but is not
because of 'doubt; and being 'irrational' [I.E. City air could easily be cleaned up p 112
IN HEAVY DOR AIRFORCE LAID A CROSS, AT INTERECTION an Ea WAS POURING OUT 'DOR FUMES' into the atmosphere. Reich 'orurized' that spot,
'draw from that spot', atmosphere improved within a few minutes. P 91
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DOR clouds WERE DIRECT INDICATORS OF THE PRESENCE OF Ea in the sky, seen or unseen. DOR clouds and high GM counts are reliable Ea research tools.
P 90
AIR FORCE LAYS CHEMTRAILS AT DIFFERENT ALTITUDES to density of DOR. P 90 Motivation of Air Force unknown to Reich
THE AIR FORCE HAS AN 'EXACT TOOL' [WITH CHEMTRAILS] to observe, at will, at any altitude, in any region of the globe, at any time of the day to
determine whether DOR was present in the sky of not. And judge the INTENSITY P 90
THIN CHEMTRAILS IN HEAVY DOR - VAPOR JETS EMITTED TRAILS THE VAPOR WOULD 'BE THIN' OR NOT VISIBLE p 90
THICK CHEMTRAILS MEANS NO DOR- VAPOR JETS EMITTED TRAILS THE VAPOR WOULD 'HOLD TOGETHER FOR A LONG TIME' AND OVER MILES
OF SKY WHEN THE SKY WAS BRIGHT AND BLUE, WHEN DOR WAS ABSENT. P 89
Peter discovered a silvery disk moving from the region over the city where the purple clouds had developed, toward the west. [xref 'Tremendous" BLACK
CLOUD ATTACK OVER TUCSON p 200]
Air Force would follow Reich's cloudbuster truck and lay Chemtrails to test. The borderline of the DOR and OR regions the clouds would "more or less suddenly
thin out" p 91
WASHINGTON D.C. IS DRENCHED IN ORGONE "WASHINGTON D.C. An Oasis "Someone is cloud busting here" fragrant, blue energy, green foliage. Or
rather De-DORizing. P 115
IN CONNECTION WITH A DROUGHT, DOR effects were strongest. DOR ABSORBED THE MOISTURE FROM THE CLOUDS; the clouds after having
become fuzzy and then, dissipated and fell apart. P 89
THERE WAS A NORTHEASTWARD BENDING OF TREES WITH MELANOR AND MOSS formation on the EAST side of the trees p 117
ASCENT INTO DOR FROM ABOVE PRODUCED pressure in head and chest, a sour taste - tree changes p 117
FORESTS SURVIVE IN THE HIGH RANGES (SIERRAS) while the2 lower vegetation, covered by the DOR BLANKET, died off, leaving only desert in the valleys p
116 Mountain peaks like islands above the ocean] [xref Scott Stevens moves to Colorado, N_W_O and CIA move to Colorado]
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DOR LAYERS COVERED THE EARTH COVERED THE EARTH UNTIL THE DISTANT HORIZON. LIKE A BLANKET. DOR layer has SHARP Upper edge.
FLANKS OF EASTERN SIDE OF BLUE RIDGE MOUNTAINS GREENER THAN VALLEY BELOW p 116 Fresher on the ridge than valleys below.
PENNSILVANIA dry corn stalks, despaired farmers, listlessness, "wells are dry", "fields burn up" p 116
A FEW ISOLATED ARES OF THE U.S WERE DOR-free p 111
WITH ORGONE A RELIEF FROM HOT AND HUMID IS POSSIBLE p 115
DOR OVER CITIES HANGS LIKE A BLACKISH, LOW SMOKEY LOOKING PALL. When large cities were close together there were no OR energy between.
DEVASTATING DESERT DEVELOPMENT IN NEW JERSEY. P 115
DOR-FREE ZONE HAD BLUE GRAY SKY, atmosphere against distant hills, a wind, , trees moved, clouds rounded and thickened, lost their squareness and no
DOR felt. Reich felt "Someone was drawing off DOR" [other than him] Dr. Michael Silvert had conducted a DOR-removal operation beforehand. P 114
TREES DESTRUCTION THROUGHOUT THE EAST, SAP DECREASED, brittle, splinted tree trunks in Maine. Weather bureau blames hurricane Edna which did
not go to Maine. Trees in a weakened condition. Drying out of trees by DOR [not a drought] p 114
SAMPLE DOR READINGS "DOR++++" air gray. Trees bad, decaying, bitter taste clouds in irregular bands, mottled. "Rocks DOR attacked", trees bent, broken,
disintegration, blackness, "Sudden sharp DOR zones"., region desolate, earth parched, branches without leaves , withered, bent, droopy "DYING COUNTRYSIDE"
p 114
SIGNS OF A DOR DESERT: brown-black, disintegrating, crumbling rocks, trees dried, branches bent to the ground like rubber hoses, foliage lacking autumn
coloration and turned brown, leaves crumbling to brown powder in one's hand, CPM of an erratic nature (50-200) square, fuzzy, gray-blackish drought clouds
overhead. P 112
THERE ARE SHARPLY DEFINED ZONES OF DOR. P 112
SHENANDOAH VALLEY had blackish blanket p 117
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VIRGINIA DROUGHT EVIDENT. ORGONE STREAM LEVELS LOW p 115
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